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Abstract—This paper reports on a generalizable system
model design that analyzes the unstructured customer reviews
inside the posts about electronic products on social networking
websites. For the purposes of this study, posts on social
networking websites have been mined and the keywords are
extracted from such posts. The extracted keywords and the
ontologies of electronic products and emotions form the base
for the sentiment analysis model which is used to understand
online consumer behavior in the market. In order to enhance
system accuracy, negating and enhancing terms are considered
in the proposed model. Sentiment analysis is demonstrated to
be extremely important to system accuracy.
Index Terms—Semantic content retrieval, sentiment analysis,
non-rule based unstructured data, query analysis, HowNet,
ontology.

I. INTRODUCTION
Text mining emerged as a means to derive knowledge
from unstructured data, especially data available on the
World Wide Web. Mine, Lu and Amamiya [1] suggest a
text mining system that obtains the relationship between the
topics at international conferences. This experiment
promises that the method works not only for obtaining the
relationship between topics of conferences, but also for
discovering the relationship between information entities
that users are interested in. The issues regarding text mining
have been discussed by Castellano and Mastronardi [2] who
have developed a web text mining flexible architecture,
which can discover knowledge in a distributed and
heterogeneous multi-organization environment. Sennellart
and Blondel [3] offer ways for discovery of similar words
from the WWW corpus. However both these works were
based on text that follows a set of English grammar standard
syntax. The mined information is therefore based on
predetermined relationships using specific rules and
ontologies. However, with the advent of social networking
websites, a lot of information is in a non-rule based textual
format. The usefulness of this information to determine
social behavior is demonstrated by Java, Song, Finin and
Tseng [4]. In view of this development, it becomes essential
to extract behavioral patterns from relationships established
using these data sources rather than predefined associations
in ontologies. This paper proposes a mechanism to analyze
social behavior through extraction of relationships from data
available on online social forums.

II. ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
By using the ontology modeling environment Protégé[6],
an ontology primarily based on electronic products has been
created. Additionally, the ontology based on emotions and
language used on social networking websites is also
developed and merged with the electronic products ontology
to analyze consumer behavior on social networking
websites.
A. Emotions Ontology
The emotions ontology describes the emotions of
consumers codifying their feelings related to different
products. The ontology starts with the class sentiment,
which has the subclasses happiness and sadness. In order to
develop the emotions ontology, a two-step approach is used:
i) an online survey has been performed and a sample of 483
customer reviews on electronic products were analyzed to
find out the common emotional keywords for electronic
products. The keywords under the subclass happiness are;
cool, great, enjoy, fantastic, excited, marvelous, perfect,
love, good, excellent, etc. The keywords associated with the
subclass sadness are: bored, tired, frustrated, dislike, sad,
disappointed, bad, worst, etc. ii) the happiness keywords are
organized as different levels of subclasses under the
happiness class based on the intensity level of happiness.
Similarly, the sadness keywords are organized as different
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A. Ontology
Ontology is defined as a set of representational primitives
used to model a domain of knowledge [5]. A JAVA based
ontology editor and knowledge based framework called
Protégé[6] was used to develop the ontology, this provides
a plug-and-play environment, which is a flexible tool for
rapid prototyping and application development.
There is significant ontology-related research based on
information retrieval [4], [7], [8], which focuses on two
areas: one is to excavate the unknown information using the
intrinsic relationship between ontology concepts [9, 10], the
other is to use an ontology to classify the searched
documents in accordance with the user's personal
preferences in order to enhance the efficiency of query [11].
This research aims to offer a new ontology-based solution
for semantic content retrieval based on users’ queries.
The paper describes an ontology-based sentiment analysis
model in detail. Section II discusses the ontology
development used for the system. Section III and its
subsections discuss the implementation of the system along
with a brief description of each module. In Section IV, the
experimental results are discussed. Finally, Section V
consists of a conclusion about the proposed model.
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semantically describe concepts about electronic products
and it also demonstrates the relationships between the
various concepts [5]. The ontology starts with the element
type of product: computer, computer-related products and
household products. Then, their respective sub-categories
are built as their sub-classes. The attributes of the product
class are summed up as the model name, and price used to
describe the general information of all products. Fig. 3
illustrates part of the electronic products ontology. Since the
product features are specific for different product types, they
are defined as attributes under each sub-class of product
class. Fig. 4 illustrates the attributes in the scanner sub-class
under the input class in Protege.

levels of subclasses under the sadness class based on the
intensity level of sadness. The higher the subclass level, the
higher the intensity level. In this research, the emotional
keywords are mapped to HowNet, an online commonsense
knowledge base unveiling inter-conceptual relationships and
inter-attribute relations of concepts, in order to determine
the similarity among the emotional keywords.
Semantic Similarity
HowNet is different from other semantic dictionaries and
sememes are used in HowNet to describe every concept of
each term. So the calculation of the semantic similarity has
two hierarchies: the semantic similarity calculation of the
words switches to calculations of the meanings, and the
calculation of the meanings switches to calculations of the
sememes.
Suppose there are two words,
and
. If
has n
,
has m meanings
meanings
, the similarity of
and
can be
defined as the maximum similarity of each meaning in (1):
(1)
Thus, the similarity of two words can be distributed to the
similarity of two meanings.
Since most meanings can be represented by sememes, we
make the sememes similarity the basis of the meanings
similarity. In the dendriform hierarchical system of
sememes organized by the Hypernym-Hyponym relation,
the most important relation in the sememe relations, the
method of calculating the semantic distance is used to get
the similarity. The semantic distance
can be evaluated as (2):

Fig. 1. Results of similarity between the two keywords “great” and
“marvelous”.
marvelous2
superb1

great2
excited3

love3

enjoy3

good3
outstanding2

(2)

excellent1

where
are two sememes, d is the path length in
the dendriform-sememes-hierarchy system,
is an
adjustment parameter.
It is the basis for calculating the semantic similarity to
make up the dendriform hierarchical system of sememes.
The semantic similarity based method is a suitable method
for text representation [12]. In 2007, HowNet released
Chinese/English vocabulary for sentiment analysis. The
sentiment information has just been reinforced in HowNet
[13] and research about sentiment analysis has been done by
using HowNet [14]. Based on the results of the concept
similarity calculator shown in Fig. 1, the relevant keywords
such as great and marvelous, which shows a similarity of
0.95, are stored in the same subclass level of their
corresponding emotional class while the keywords with
lower similarity are stored in different subclass levels. Note
that the emotional keywords “great” and “marvelous” are
organized as subclasses under the same level of the class
happiness. Fig. 2 illustrates happiness and sadness classes
with part of their sub-classes (including a subclass level
number as subscript). The higher the subclass level, the
lower the subclass level number starting from 1.

happiness
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best1
fantastic2
sentiment

owl:

like3

Thing
Fig. 2a. Emotions ontology: Happiness class with part of its sub-classes
(including a subclass level number).
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B. Electronic Products Ontology
This ontology aims to provide a controlled vocabulary to

Fig. 2b. Emotions ontology: Sadness class with part of its sub-classes
(including a subclass level number).
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ontology instances. We can use the corresponding concept,
attribute or the instance to replace the user’s query words.
Keyword extraction is the process in which the query is
processed for words that are infrequent and yield meaning
to the entire query. First of all, parsing will be used to skip
frequently used words and conjunctions such as: of, the, on,
etc.; then, the remaining query words will be further
analyzed by using a soft parsing technique which is applied
to non-rule based data. For the purpose of the query
considered above, the extracted keywords are tablet and
excellent. The keyword tablet is extracted as it matches with
tablet, which already exists in the electronic products
ontology, whilst the keyword excellent is extracted due to
its match with the emotions ontology.

notebook
handheld
desktop

tablet
server

computer
owl:

input

Thing
output
product

Computer
related

household

storage
networking

Information
Foundation

User

Module

Fig. 3. Sample of the electronic products ontology with part of the subcategories.
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Fig. 4. Attributes in the scanner sub-class under the input class.
Fig. 5. Ontology-based sentiment analysis model for social networking
websites.

III. METHODOLOGY
The pseudo code for capturing the keywords is as follows:

The basic framework of the system is illustrated in Fig. 5,
which includes four major processing modules: ontology
management module, the user query processing module,
information foundation module and query analysis engine
module. All these different modules work together to
complete the work of content retrieval according to the
user’s query. The functions of each part are described as
follows.

TERMINOLOGY
Ke = KEYWORDS OF ELECTRONIC ITEMS
Ks = KEYWORDS OF SENTIMENT
x ÎC, if x is an entity that is an instance of class C
PSEUDOCODE
READ USER_QUERY
PARSE USER_QUERY
IF (WORD Î (SET OF ENTITIES IN ELECTRONIC
ONTOLOGY))
=WORD
ELSE IF (WORD Î(SET OF ENTITIES IN SENTIMENT
ONTOLOGY))
=WORD

A. Ontology Management Module
The ontology management module is responsible for the
creation and maintenance of the electronic products
ontology and the emotions ontology, which are the basis of
the other functional modules.
B. User Query Processing Module
To demonstrate the analysis of a simple query, the
following example is considered.
QUERY: “Which tablet PC is excellent?”
The main function of the user query processing module is
segmenting and analyzing the query that users input, and
then obtaining the different extracted words. The words in
user queries can map directly to the concepts, attributes or

Within the query or user posts, it is very common to have
the negating terms (e.g. not and without) and words that
enhance sentiment (e.g. love it very much and absolutely
good). In this research, they will be taken into account.
Based on the online survey of customer reviews on
electronic products mentioned above, the examples of
negating terms and enhancing terms are summarized in
479
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class sentiment.

Table I. Suppose consists of all enhancing terms found in
HowNet and consists of negating terms,
and
are
the emotional keywords found in a query and a user post
respectively,
refers to the level at which the
emotional keyword
is located and
refers to the
level at which the emotional keyword
is located. The
level of sentiment intensity is adjusted using the criteria
shown in Fig. 6:

2) Relationship mapping
The extracted keywords are mapped to an extensive
ontology that is based on the relationship of other concepts
related to the domain. The query engine establishes
relationships between concepts similar to the keyword entity
to give an extended meaning to the search. This is done by
generating joins between the keywords and checking for
existence of posts containing the keywords of the join. The
results thus generated carry pages not just based on the
keywords of the query but concepts surrounding them as
well. In the case of our example, let us consider a pool of
the following user posts/pages.
 Post ID NO. 26: I love IPad2. It is very convenient for
me.
 Post ID NO. 33: The new model of IPad2 is very cool.
 Post ID NO. 58: Lenovo ThinkPad X210 is good for
beginners.
In all the above cases, the system looks up words related
to the keyword excellent within user posts containing
instances of computer having the value of the genre
property as tablet such as IPad2 and Lenovo ThinkPad X210.

TABLE I: EXAMPLES OF NEGATING AND ENHANCING TERMS
Enhancing terms

Negating terms

Absolutely, very, so, lot, above,
strongly, pretty, extremely

below, nothing , not, no, never,
without, hardly, barely, rarely

Criteria 1: If a

comes with

,

Criteria 2: If a

comes with

,

Criteria 3: If b
Criteria 4: If b

comes with
comes with

will be decreased by 1.
will be decreased by 1.
,

,

will be increased by 1.
will be increased by 1.

Fig. 6. Different criteria showing the adjustment of sentiment intensity
when negation and enhancing terms involved.

C. Information Foundation Module
A large pool of highly unstructured non-rule based data is
available on social networking websites. User pages/posts
are retrieved using the API provided by the social
networking website or using spiders as explained in [2] and
is stored in large text repositories locally.
D. Query Analysis Engine Module
This module consists of three parts: 1) Ontology search, 2)
Relationship mapping and 3) Filtering. The output is the
search results that the users really want. The pseudo code
for the query analysis process is shown below:
TERMINOLOGY
K=SET OF KEYWORDS, K={j}
x ÎC, if x is an entity that is an instance of class C
S ÌC, if S is a subclass of C in the ontology
S:P=V, if P is the property of the subclass S and V is the set
of values of P
ID(x, y), if a post consists of a join between keywords x and
y
PSEUDOCODE
IF (x ÎK), SET OF RELATED WORDS = {y Îx | yÌC xÌC |
y: (yÎV x=P)}
LIST OF RESULTS= {ID(x, y)}
1) Ontology search
The extracted keywords are mapped to an extensive
ontology that is based on the relationship of other concepts
related to the domain. The keywords extracted in the above
step will be mapped to the ontology as follows.
 tablet is a value of the genre property of the class
computer. The entities having genre: tablet are
instances of computer under the tablet category.
 computer is a generic class defining several entities.
 excellent belongs to the subclass happiness under the
480

3) Filtering
The search results also contain ambiguous or redundant
posts that are not relevant to the keyword. These results are
filtered out, on the basis of their conceptual closeness to the
keywords keeping only a fixed number of pages to be
displayed as search results. In our example, the posts are
filtered based on the following two stages:
a) Results that do not satisfy joins: Lenovo ThinkPad
T410 is a great tablet PC
Although great is similar to the keyword excellent,
Lenovo ThinkPad T410 does not have its genre property set
as tablet. Therefore, the post will be eliminated from the
search results at this stage.
b) Results that consist of posts with average emotional
level difference (ALD) of higher than the emotional
tolerance index are eliminated
Inside a user post, there may be more than one emotional
keyword. By mapping an emotional keyword of the user
post and the query to the emotion ontology, the difference
of subclass levels at which the two emotional keywords are
located in the emotion ontology indicates their emotional
difference. The average emotional level difference (ALD) is
the average emotional difference between all emotional
keywords of a user post and the emotional keyword of query.
Suppose is the emotional tolerance index indicating the
level of tolerance to accept the emotional difference
between query and user posts. The higher the value , the
larger the tolerance to accept the emotional difference
between query and user posts since more user posts are
included in the query result. It can be used as an adjustment
parameter to restrict whether a user post should be filtered
by comparing the emotional difference between query and
post with the emotional tolerance index. The query result
can be evaluated by referring to the emotion ontology based
on the following algorithm:
Input: the user’s query Q and the user post set
which
will be further filtered after stage 1 of filtering process.
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tolerance index 0. As the emotional tolerance index
increases, the accuracy rate decreases rapidly for all the four
different queries. Negating and enhancing terms are very
important when sentiment analysis is performed.

Output: the user posts filtered as query result set
PROC TF
{
For each user post
do
{
For each emotional keyword in
and Q
{
count emotional keywords in
as
if (
and
) where A =
{Happiness|Sadness}
=
+ Absolute (
End if
}
=
/
if

V.

CONCLUSION

With the advent of the Internet, social technology has
become very important for online businesses as the social
media technologies allow online businesses to analyze
consumers’ reviews of products. In this research, an
ontology-based model is designed to analyze the sentiment
of consumers of electronic products. The data is mined from
a frequently updated source i.e. posts in the case of a social
networking site. Therefore a system that updates
associations between entities based on these additions is
desirable. By using a query analysis engine that maps
relations to the ontology; the system has the potential to
display better semantic alignment capabilities. In addition,
this proposed model takes the negating and enhancing terms
into account in order to evaluate the sentiment level
accurately. On the other hand, semantically, the
relationships between keywords are dependent largely on
the contexts in which they are used. Hence the results
displayed, in certain cases, could be inaccurate as entities
can be related through multiple contexts and
links. Moreover, the language used on social networking
websites is, to a large extent, non-rule based, i.e. it does not
follow the syntactical rules of the English language. This
requires the development of a highly detailed ontology,
which is quite challenging. For such a complex system, it is
difficult to predict its performance for different load
conditions; this warrants a significantly larger study that
will be the topic of future research. Although the electronic
products domain is selected, it is possible to extend the
project domain to various other relevant topics by building
the respective ontologies. Different algorithms can be
utilized to improve performance depending on the
parameters that are of utmost importance. The accuracy
rates of the proposed model are all over 90% with emotional
tolerance index 0, which indicates little tolerance to accept
emotional difference between query and user posts.
Negating and enhancing terms have to be considered for
sentiment analysis as they can greatly affect the accuracy.

}
}

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our proposed model, four different query
examples are used to get the results from 347 randomly
selected customer reviews on facebook.com, which are fed
into our proposed model for analysis. Query 1 involves the
emotional keyword related to happiness while query 2
involves the emotional keyword related to sadness. Query 3
involves a negating term while query 4 involves an
enhancing term.
Query 1: Which tablet PC is fantastic?
Query 2: Which tablet PC is the worst?
Query 3: Which tablet PC is not the best?
Query 4: Which tablet PC is very good?
Suppose the emotional tolerance index = 0, 1 and 2, the
query results of each query are compared with the manually
evaluated results to find out the accuracy rate, which is
shown in Table II. Negating and enhancing terms are also
considered in the proposed model. Hence, suppose the
emotional tolerance index = 0, the accuracy rates of our
proposed model are compared with the accuracy rate of the
model without considering negating and enhancing terms
shown in Table III.
TABLE II: COMPARISON OF ACCURACY RATES AMONG DIFFERENT
EMOTIONAL TOLERANCE INDEXES
Emotional tolerance index
=0
=1
=2
Q. 1
Accuracy – 97.2% Accuracy – 62.4%
Accuracy –48.5%
Q. 2
Accuracy – 95.5% Accuracy – 63.6%
Accuracy – 44.7%
Q. 3
Accuracy – 95.8% Accuracy – 61.7%
Accuracy – 41.2%
Q. 4
Accuracy – 96.2% Accuracy – 63.2%
Accuracy – 42.6%
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